ArteFacts

The Swastika Humanity’s Most
Misunderstood Symbol
The swastika is an ancient symbol familiar to many
cultures and ethnic groups. An important religious symbol
as well as a decorative motif, it has been known by many
names, including yungdrung, wan, fylfot, tetraskelion,
gammadion and swarzyca.
Its definition leaves no doubt as to its auspicious nature,
probably best known in its Sanskrit form. It consists of two
roots: su (‘good, well’), asti (‘is’), astikah (‘being’); hence
svastika literally translates as ‘that which is associated
with well-being’. It denotes any lucky or auspicious object,
in particular a mark made on people and things as a goodluck wish. Although the word ‘swastika’ is from Sanskrit,
the symbol itself is not of Indian origin.
Adopted by the Nazis, it is important to note that the
Nazi hooked cross is the only swastika-like symbol that
does not fall into this auspicious category.
Its most recognisable form has four arms bent at right
angles, either facing right or facing left. The former is
often called a normal swastika, whereas the latter is called
sauvastika. Typically, the right and left-facing swastikas
are equally auspicious.
The majority of swastika finds date back to the Bronze
Age, but the symbol was already known in the Neolithic
and Palaeolithic Periods. The swastika is often regarded
as closely related to the ‘sun wheel’ symbol common to
Bronze Age religions. It may also have represented fire and
the rotation of heavenly bodies, such as the sun or comets.
Ancient Greece was unique in using the swastika
in ornamental geometric fret panels, simultaneously
decorative and auspicious. It also had religious
connotations and was found on altars next to a deity. In
ancient Greece the symbol likely stood for bright light, the
sun/moon, sacrifice, burning altar, blessing, rain, storm or
seasons.
On the Indian Subcontinent the swastika has been dated
to the 3rd millennium BCE. In Hinduism, the swastika
is usually found in temples, on altars and on some deity
representations. Today, the symbol doesn’t carry any
strictly religious significance as it is mostly used in its
literal meaning of good luck.
In the Jain religion the swastika is the holiest symbol
of benediction. It is found at the beginning and end of
all sacred texts and is depicted in all Jain temples. (For
an impressive sight, visit the Jain temple in the Eunos area of
Singapore. The façade is not only covered in swastikas, but is
also topped with one. Call ahead, however, as the temple is under
renovation.) The swastika is also found on the emblem of
the seventh jina (enlightened one) of the present age; it is
one of his 24 auspicious marks.
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In Buddhism, the swastika has been a natural
continuation of the long-established Indian tradition. In the
earliest phase of Buddhist art, the Buddha was represented
by symbols, a footprint being one of them. The Buddha’s
footprint had both the normal swastika and the sauvastika
as the first and fourth sign, respectively. The Buddhist
swastika stands for law and harmony. When facing right,
it represents strength and wisdom; when facing left, it
represents compassion. When the symbol appears on the
chest of the Buddha, it represents the seal of the heart of
the Buddha, or the spiritual level of the Buddha.
The Hindu-Buddhist influences that first reached
Southeast Asia about 2000 years ago are still strong in
the region. The swastika meander pattern, considered
talismanic in the Chinese folk tradition and closely
associated with Chinese trade ware, has become a
quintessentially East Asian decoration and is a common
decorative motif on Southeast Asian art.
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